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Investment Thesis
We recommend a long position in El Pollo Loco (LOCO) with a
target price of $22.67. El Pollo Loco is a California-based
restaurant chain specializing in “LA Mex” food products, which
is a healthy spin on traditional Mexican cuisine.

El Pollo Loco
NYSE: LOCO
Recommendation : BUY
Company Data
Price………………………….
Market Cap………………..
P/E……………………………
EV/EBITDA……………….
Price Target……………….
Upside……………………….
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$19.72
$707M
23.8x
13.5x
$22.67
15%

We believe given the United States’ shifting tastes towards
healthy, quick, and diverse flavors coupled with LOCO’s unique
position to attract new franchisees, grow brand recognition, and
scale their business marks an inflection point in LOCO’s
business performance. Given LOCO’s current valuation (trading
at 15.3x EV/Adj. EBITDA), which factors in short-term COVID
headwinds and investors’ flat-footedness towards buying into
LOCO’s growth prospects, now marks an optimal entry point for
long-term investment beyond a five-year horizon.

Two-Year Performance
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Business Overview
LOCO is a limited-service restaurant (LSR), meaning it aims to
provide the food and dining experience of a fast-casual
restaurant at the speed, value, and convenience of a QSR. LOCO
specializes in Mexican and LA-style fresh, never frozen chicken
dishes that it has coined as “LA-Mex”. LA-Mex focuses on
combining the culinary tradition of Mexico with the healthier
lifestyle of LA. The menu features its signature citrus-marinated
chicken and entrees such as the chicken avocado burrito, under
500 calorie entrees, chicken tostada salads, and pollo bowls.
LOCO has 468 system-wide restaurants located in California,
Arizona, Nevada, Texas, Utah, and Louisiana. 80% of systemwide restaurants are in California, and more specifically 60% of
system-wide restaurants are in LA. For company restaurants,
73% are in LA, giving LOCO significant exposure to the economy
of the Greater LA area.
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In 4Q20, LA comps were down 2.1% while comps of system
stores outside of LA were up 3.3%. In FY4Q19, management
reported that 2-year system comps saw 8.3% growth.
Starting in 2006, LOCO attempted to expand east of the Rockies.
LOCO opened restaurants in Atlanta, Boston, New Jersey,
Virginia, Connecticut, and Chicago. Unfortunately, all these
expansion stores were closed by 2012. Management has said
that this failure was because of low sales volumes due to lack of
brand awareness and a lack of restaurant scalability. LOCO has
not tried another explosive expansion, and recently
management has said that they will not be planting flags all over
the map. Instead, future expansion will primarily be through the
strategic additions of franchises in markets in or on an
imaginary line drawn between Washington State and Louisiana,
with further eastward expansion a long-term aspiration. One
location recently identified for expansion is Colorado. At the end
of February 2021, LOCO announced that it is searching for
franchisees in the Colorado Springs and Denver area as it looks
to open around 15-20 restaurants in those two areas.
2020 marks the end of a three-year transformation agenda for
LOCO that was based upon a people-first culture, differentiation,
simplification of operations, and responsible growth. In
FY1Q21, management will announce its three-year acceleration
strategy. This strategy will most likely focus on e-commerce, offpremise consumption, better-for-you product development,
and franchise expansion.
Aiding expansion efforts are new restaurant designs that
feature limited or no dining rooms and double drive throughs,
appealing to changing demographics of American eaters.
While all revenues relate to retail sales of food and beverages,
the overall stores are split between company-owned and
franchised. Company-owned stores account for 88% of revenue
while franchised stores account for the other 12%. Within that
12%, franchise revenue and franchise advertising fee revenue
account for 7% and 5%, respectfully. We expect franchise
revenue to grow as a percent of sales into the future given
LOCO’s plan to grow store count via franchisees.
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End Market Overview
Americans now eat more salsa than ketchup, Tortillas are the
second most popular bread behind white bread in America, and
2020 marked the first year ever where a majority of Americans
under the age of 17 are from a minority background.
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Demographics are changing in America, and so is the way we
eat.

US Hispanic Population (mm)

According to the US Census Bureau, 18.3% of the US Population
is Hispanic and is expected to grow to 26.5% of the population
by 2060. While the growth slowed from 4.8% in 1995-2000 to
1.9% today, it is growing fastest in the Southern and Western
parts of the US, as depicted below.
Latino population growth, 2010-2019, by region

As more Hispanics and Latinos, who eat out more than the
country as a whole, permeate the US, so does their culture and
cuisine, thus increasing its demand from other ethnic groups.
Resultantly, IBIS World expects Mexican restaurant revenue to
grow 6.8% annually into a 75.8B market by 2025. But not all
restaurant models will benefit equally from this growth.
Compared to quick-service restaurants (QSR), fast-casual
restaurants, which offer the upscale and healthy feel of fullservice dining while maintaining QSR convenience and speed
levels, will outpace QSR into the future. For reference, fastcasual grew 6% from 2017-2021 relative to 3-4% in QSR.
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The reason behind this outperformance is the growing
purchasing power of Millennials, whose eating preferences are
in-line with fast casual offerings.
US Population by Generation

Millennials now make up 21% of the US population (72.1
million), making them the largest generation group in the US as
of 2019. According to a study cited by Chic-Fil-A, 82% of
Millennial-aged parents would do almost anything to avoid long
fast-food restaurant lines with their children. Additionally,
Nielsen has found millennials are more willing to pay more for
products that are sustainable, environmentally friendly,
organic, and socially responsible. These trends best fit fastcasual models due to the lack of healthy and sustainable QSR
options and long wait times of full service, thus making fastcasual restaurants favorable investments into the future. For
more, see below.
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Despite this, near-term COVID headwinds are affecting the
industry. Store closures, diminishing consumer food budgets,
and low consumer confidence have caused a ~66% decline in
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seated diners in 2020-2021. But it has not been all bad for the
industry. More than ever are people ordering online takeout,
delivery, and in drive throughs. In a 2020 study by Packaged
Foods, 34% of respondents said they are using carryout and
delivery more frequently. Analysts are also agreeing that COVID
could permanently make people more attune to contactless
pickup methods. With that, while it is clear the restaurant
industry has faced serious disruption in 2020-2021, it also
offers opportunity for unprecedented growth in companies that
can adapt to the changing environment.
Mexican Cuisine Tastes are Expanding
In the 1960s, American cuisine resembled a ‘meat and potatoes’
diet. Sushi, a Japanese staple consisting of raw fish, seaweed,
and rice, was an afterthought for many Americans. This changed
when a sushi chef introduced the California roll. The roll,
consisting of rolling the rice on the outside and cooked crab
instead of raw fish, quickly caught on with Americans as they no
longer worried about eating seaweed and raw fish. Quickly,
consumers flocked to sushi shops to try the roll, and in doing so,
were exposed to other menu items. The rest is history. Today,
the US has ~4,000 sushi shops across the US with yearly sales of
~$2B.
Sushi’s story highlights a food eating trend. That is, people tend
to develop a stereotype cuisine from a certain demographic
which in turn introduces them to other dishes like the
stereotype. We believe this is happening with Mexican food
today.
In 1970, Taco Bell went public with 325 restaurants and
revenue of around $6mm. Today, Taco Bell has 7,072 stores and
does $1.988B in sales. Taco Bell’s extreme expansion was a
product of Americans’ taste for Tex-Mex cuisines. Tex-Mex is
Texan cuisine that is inspired by Mexican culture. Common TexMex dishes include nachos, queso dip, chalupas, cheese
enchiladas, fajitas, tacos and burritos. It is characterized by
heavy use of shredded cheese, meat, beans, pepper, and spices.
For instance, Mexican tacos use corn tortillas, soft shells, and are
topped with cilantro and onions. Tex-Mex tacos usually use flour
tortillas, soft or hard shells, and are topped with lettuce, tomato,
and shredded cheese. Taco Bell was an eye-opening experience
to Americans that normalized Mexican style food, specifically
the taco, and eventually lead to the popularity of Chipotle.
In 2019, Chipotle (CMG) was voted America’s favorite fastcasual Mexican restaurant for the third year in a row. The
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franchise now owns more than 2,700 stores, which is up from
1,700 five years ago.
CMG is still expanding and finding success in all areas of the US
(see below for 2017 image). Chipotle’s food takes the Tex-Mex
style cuisine that Taco Bell mainstreamed and made it healthier.
Its entrees are fresher and cleaner. Chipotle offers burritos,
burrito bowls, and tacos in an assembly line fashion that makes
them customizable. However, Chipotle’s menu is limited in what
it offers while also lacking authentic Mexican cuisine.

This is where LOCO comes in. LOCO uses the healthier style
Mexican food that Chipotle uses but also adds additional value
and traditional items. LOCO offers multiple vegan dishes and is
the first national chicken brand in its category to have its own
vegan chicken alternative system-wide. Also, LOCO’s chicken is
grilled, not fried like KFC and Popeyes. Grilled chicken is
healthier because it decreases the amount of fat and calories. 3
ounces of grilled chicken breast has 110 calories and 2 grams of
fat while the same amount of fried chicken has 220 calories and
11 grams of fat.
LOCO’s value is apparent when looking at LOCO’s under 500
calorie bowls and family dinners. These bowls are sold between
$6 to $7 whereas Chipotle’s lifestyle bowls range from 400 to
600 calories for $8 to $12. Additionally, LOCO offers a $20
familia dinner that serves 4-5 people. KFC offers a similarly
portioned meal for the same price point but at a
lower/unhealthier quality. Mexican competitors like Chipotle
and Moe’s do not offer family dinners. Given this, we believe
LOCO offers value to a demographic that is putting increasing
demand on healthy eating and cheap family meals.
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To appeal to customers’ expanding palettes, LOCO also offers
traditional Mexican menu items. For instance, in the 2020
holiday season, it offered tamale bowls and chicken pozole
verde. We believe customers become interested in LOCO
because of its Tex-Mex meals, but its offerings of traditional
Mexican meals to adapt to changing demographics and
consumer preferences.
In conclusion, we believe LOCO is in a position to ride the
coattails of CMG’s success as CMG introduces more Americans
to Tex-Mex flavors. Americans will be drawn to LOCO through
its health and value options and continue to come back to
explore more Mexican flavors. We believe this will contribute to
LOCO’s success in new markets as customers will learn to love
their brands’ menu, which will in turn drive sales and future
franchise extensions.
LOCO will Successfully be Able to Attract New Franchisees
Today, LOCO expects 5-10 yearly restaurant openings from
existing franchisees but cites only 2-3 current franchisees
interested in exploring new markets. Given the lack of
franchisees interested in exploring new markets at the time,
future expansion into new markets, which we believe is the best
growth opportunity for LOCO, relies on LOCO’s ability to attract
new franchisees interested in opportunity markets. We are
confident in LOCO’s ability to do so.
Franchisees’ goal is to create successful restaurants, and their
primary gauge of success is comp. restaurant revenue. For
LOCO, this has been a bright spot for them despite COVID
headwinds. Outside of the LA Area, which will be the focus
market for new franchisees, comp. rev in FY4Q20 is up 3.3%. We
view this success as a major selling point as LOCO begins to
market itself to new franchisees in 2021.
We already see early signs of LOCO’s success advertising itself
to franchisees and franchisees’ subsequent success in new
markets. In Feb. 2021, LOCO announced a franchisee that
opened its first restaurant in Louisiana in 2018 has agreed to
open two additional nearby locations in the coming years. This
success contrasts the failures of LOCO’s past expansions, as
covered in the business overview, where all restaurants in
expanded territories closed in six years. We believe new
franchisees will use this recent success, rather than use LOCO’s
failures 10+ years ago, as a gauge of their own potential success
when shaping their decision to franchise LOCO.
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Moving forward, LOCO also has announced plans to remodel
300 of its 478 existing stores and develop over 140 new
restaurants in previously untapped markets such as Denver,
Colorado Springs, and Albuquerque.
We believe franchisees will also be attracted to these new
markets given their comparable demographics to the LA area,
where LOCO currently has the most success. As seen below in
the Hispanic Population Heat Map, the counties LOCO sees
opportunity in also have high Hispanic populations. Given the
data is as of 2015, we assume the map has spread even further.

It is worth noting that LOCO is still seeing success in lower
Hispanic population areas, such as Louisiana, indicating their
brand appeal is growing outside of Hispanic populations.
On a Franchise cost basis, LOCO is relatively attractive. As seen
below, compared to Mexican peers LOCO’s fees and initial
investment all fall in the lower end.
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To make franchising more attractive, LOCO offers new
franchisees reduced royalty fees for expansion restaurants in
the first three years. Fees move from 2% in the first, 3% in the
second, to 4% in the third year of a franchise. These discounts
also extend to fees paid for new restaurants.
Finally, LOCO has learned from their failures of the past and
revamped their marketing and customer loyalty initiatives
(More on customer loyalty in Thesis Three) to drive brand
awareness in new and existing markets. With every new
franchise, LOCO corporate assists with grand opening
marketing plans tailored towards the new market.
From a company marketing standpoint, LOCO has updated
many of its strategies as recently as 2019 when it launched the
“Feed the Flame” initiative. LOCO launched a new logo, menu
board, and advertising strategy among other things in this new
initiative. A major point in this strategy is to target families (see
Thesis Three) and Hispanic populations by offering meals that
cater to both. These marketing changes are a direct result of
Bernard Acoca becoming CEO in March of 2018. In the past,
Acoca has served as the President of Teavana, Starbucks’ tea
division, Vice President of Americas Marketing and Promotions
for Starbucks, and Chief Marketing Officer for L’Oréal. Acoca
brings a profound knowledge of marketing and operations to
LOCO.
LOCO now spends 20% (up from 8% in 2018) of media spend
on Hispanic customers, which make up 50% of the brand’s daily
customer visits. The other 80% is dedicated to general
marketing, targeting the other 50% of the brand’s daily
customer visits.
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Furthermore, we believe a California emigration trend will aid
LOCO’s attempt to grow national brand awareness. Due to
sentiment changes, many Californians are moving from the
state. Texas, Oregon, and Colorado are three of the top six
locations that Californians moved to in 2019. For example, in
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2019 alone over 80,000 people moved from California to Texas.
On the map, you can see LOCO is looking to move into new
markets in these states. Brand recognition has been a past
struggle for LOCO but targeting locations with many former
Californians will alleviate that concern given their previous
brand familiarity. This indicates LOCO is being extremely
strategic about where it expands to as it builds out of its
California market.
Altogether, LOCO has taken its previous expansion failures and
rebuilt its brand and business model to overcome them. These
efforts, coupled with changing demographics that aid expansion
efforts, make LOCO an attractive investment to franchisees and
we are confident in the company’s ability to add more in the
future, thus growing store count and revenue while maintaining
capex at low levels.
LOCO’s Business Model is Optimal to Penetrate New Markets
LOCO is currently at an acceleration point in which its vision will
allow it to not only attract franchisees but for those franchisees
to succeed and grow. The vision includes simplified operations,
technology improvements, and new restaurant designs. In 2020,
LOCO simplified its operations so that new franchisees are able
to have immediate success. This included taking a 740-page
manual and condensing it into 74 pages. It also included adding
an automated inventory system that allows employees to keep
track of inventory through a tablet. On this tablet, employees
can order inventory directly from suppliers. LOCO also
implemented a mandate that all recipes must be able to be made
in 6 steps or less. The big recipe transformation comes from the
signature citrus marinated grilled chicken which used to include
4 temperatures in 4 different stages. Now the recipe requires
one stage at one temperature. Simplifying operations makes it
easy to staff restaurants and train employees. Since the cooking
process is no longer complex, it allows most to be able to cook
the signature chicken. In the long run, this helps with employee
retention, as employees do not grow severely frustrated with
the difficulty. The new simplistic operations are also designed
to decrease drive through and curb side pick-up times. LOCO is
striving to cut window time in half to 45 seconds and to keep
curb side pick-ups under a minute. To accomplish this, LOCO is
planning on implementing tablets in the drive throughs that
take orders and payments. Speed in the drive through is crucial
as a long line can deter customers from stopping. Shorter waits
will attract customers and increase comp sales.
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In September 2020, LOCO launched curb side pick-up. As of
FY1Q20, it only represents 1% of the total sales mix but it is
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expected to grow. LOCO differentiates itself in this department
through GPS technology that notifies the kitchen when a
customer arrives. This creates a seamless experience that
allows customers to get their food in a target range of under a
minute rather than the customer calling when they arrive.
Curbside pick-up is currently available at over 90% of locations.
In addition, the company will also be replacing the packaging to
a more eco-friendly option that is also conducive to off-premise
consumption.
The emphasis on off-premise consumption has led to two new
restaurant designs. One design features no dining room but
rather a walk-up window and outdoor seating along with a
double drive through. The other design features a small dining
room with garage doors (see below) that open up into an
outdoor seating area. Similarly, this design includes a double
drive through. These store designs will be utilized in about 300
remodels in the next 3-5 years as well as in future restaurants.
The new designs go hand-in-hand with the company’s vision.
The designs offer enhanced off-premise convenience and a
digital footprint to meet the demands of the customer. As a
result of the pandemic and these remodels, LOCO’s drive
through sales as a percent of total sales increased from 40% at
the start of 2020 to around 70% today. In the same time frame,
delivery and digital sales have doubled. Delivery and total ecommerce sales account for 6% and 9% of total revenue, resp.
Digital sales have mostly been fueled by LOCO’s loyalty
program. In FY1Q20, LOCO lowered the threshold for rewards.
Loyalty members now get $5 off for every $50 spent rather than
$10 off for every $100 spent. Since the start of 2020, app
downloads have increased 35% and the average check of loyalty
members increased 7%. The app provides LOCO with data for
communication and can help implement a data-driven model for
advertising and meal creation.
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As the company pushes into new markets, simplicity and
technology will attract customers while the new restaurant
designs provide a unique and innovative experience. In turn, we
expect this to drive revenue in new and existing markets while
maintaining healthy margins as the company focuses on
digitization.
Catalysts
We expect future share price catalysts to be a) the
announcement of new franchisees in new and existing markets,
b) LOCO’s announcement in FY1Q21 of their next three-year
plan, c) indications of franchisee success in new markets via
comp. rev. numbers above 3%, and d) a quicker-than-expected
LA economy rebound.
Similar to the previously mentioned Louisiana franchise
extension announcement, indications of success in other new
markets will show investors that LOCO’s new expansion plan
outclasses their prior one. In turn, the flatfooted investors we
are seeing right now who do not buy into the strategy are more
likely to come on board with a LOCO investment.
For the past three years, LOCO’s planned to prepare for “scaling
for rapid and successful growth over the next three years.”
Those three years will be up in FY1Q21 and we expect more
articulate plans to come from that quarter on which markets
LOCO is targeting and which franchisees (new and old) will
target those markets. We believe an articulate plan will help
investors buy into the strategy and lead to price appreciation.
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In the coming quarters, LOCO is likely to focus on advertising
comp. store revenue in markets outside of LA since those
markets have room for growth. Relative to LOCO’s past
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performance, any indication of comp. rev. growth above 3% will
be a success.
Given how 60% of company-wide restaurants are in the Greater
LA Area, LOCO’s success relies on the economy of LA for now.
With COVID headwinds leading to a 10.7% unemployment rate
in LA (as of Dec. 2020) and weaker consumer spending, LOCO
experienced comp. sales of -2.1% in FY4Q20 in the LA area.
Should vaccine rollout in the LA area cause the economy to
quickly rebound, we see LOCO’s financials will rebound fasterthan-expected.

Comparable Company Analysis

Comparable Company Analysis
Given LOCO’s relative value to peers despite higher margins and
what we believe to be better expansion opportunities, we
believe LOCO is the most attractive peer. We expect once LOCO
finds success in expanding markets, we could see EV/EBITDA
multiple expansion of 5-8 turns, bringing it closer in line with
CMG yet still at a considerable discount. Should this happen, our
model indicates over 50% of upside.
Risks
We see a few risks to our thesis, the main ones being a) LOCO’s
2018 franchise lawsuit causing problems attracting new
franchisees, b) LA economy permanently weakened by COVID
and unfavorable legislation in CA c) Tepid reception of LOCO’s
Kyle Aikman & Patrick Dillon
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menu in new markets, and d) Restaurant designs fail to push
growth and capture brand image.
In 2016, a franchisee sued LOCO for opening a company-owned
restaurant 2.7 miles away from a franchisee’s restaurant that
was a top performer. In 2017, LOCO lost the case and was
ordered to pay $8.8mm in damages to the franchisee. LOCO
plans to appeal. Should this case deter future franchisees who
worry about LOCO encroaching on territories, this would
negatively impact LOCO’s ability to attract new franchisees.
However, LOCO has stated future store growth will come in the
form of franchisees, so we see this event recurring as unlikely as
most new restaurants will not be company-owned.
CA has recently passed many labor laws that have increased the
cost of LOCO’s workforce. While LA minimum wage is already
$15 an hour, CA minimum wage is still ticking up every year to
reach $15 an hour by 2023. While LA minimum wage affects
LOCO more than CA, continued pro-workforce laws will impact
margins and cause LOCO to consider operational changes that
would also increase capex.
Continued positive stock performance is contingent on LOCO’s
ability to penetrate new markets. While we are confident in
LOCO’s ability to do so, there remains a risk that LOCO’s brand
will not carry well in new markets and efforts to penetrate those
markets will fail.
In 2016, LOCO opened a store in Dallas, a new market at the
time, using its “Vision Design.” However, this design failed
because it appeared higher-end and was not in line with the
LOCO brand. Although we believe the new restaurant designs
are in line with the companies branding, it is a risk that the
designs are not accepted in new markets.
Valuation
We believe valuing LOCO at its current EV/adj. EBITDA multiple
of 15.3x is a conservative estimate of future business value.
Further conservatism comes from projected Adj. EBITDA at a
3.3% CAGR in our projection period, as well as a discount rate
of ~10%, which we believe highlights the additional risk due to
LOCO’s future success being reliant on franchise expansion.
Even with these considerations, we see a 15% upside to LOCO’s
current valuation, creating a margin of safety inherent in a
potential investment.
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Valuation

Model Comments if Necessary
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